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The long-awaited, first Western-language reference guide, this work offers a
wealth of information on writers, genres, literary schools and terms of the Chinese
literary tradition from earliest times to the seventh century C.E. Indispensable for
scholars and students of pre-modern Chinese literature, history, and thought. Part
One contains A to R.
For centuries, the ancient Chinese philosophical text the Daodejing (Tao Te Ching)
has fascinated and frustrated its readers. While it offers a wealth of rich
philosophical insights concerning the cultivation of one's body and attaining one's
proper place within nature and the cosmos, its teachings and structure can be
enigmatic and obscure. Hans-Georg Moeller presents a clear and coherent
description and analysis of this vaguely understood Chinese classic. He explores
the recurring images and ideas that shape the work and offers a variety of useful
approaches to understanding and appreciating this canonical text. Moeller
expounds on the core philosophical issues addressed in the Daodejing, clarifying
such crucial concepts as Yin and Yang and Dao and De. He explains its teachings
on a variety of subjects, including sexuality, ethics, desire, cosmology, human
nature, the emotions, time, death, and the death penalty. The Daodejing also
offers a distinctive ideal of social order and political leadership and presents a
philosophy of war and peace. An illuminating exploration, The Daodejing is an
interesting foil to the philosophical outlook of Western humanism and contains
surprising parallels between its teachings and nontraditional contemporary
philosophies.
Confucius, the Buddha, Jesus, and Muhammad are among the most thoughtful and
influential people in history. By their words and examples, they have inspired
countless individuals to live better and more meaningful lives and have shaped the
institutions and worldviews we know today. Four Wise Men is an accessible
introduction to each of these sages, viewed in their historical context, and a
provocative comparison of their lives and teachings. Through careful study, Four
Wise Men examines the ways these fascinating figures speak as one, as well as the
ways in which they differ. Although their voices come from the distant past, these
men still have wise words to say to us today.
The original mindfulness book, in a landmark new translation by the awardwinning translator of the I Ching and The Art of War A Penguin Classics Deluxe
Edition, with flaps and deckle-edged paper The most translated book in the world
after the Bible, the Tao Te Ching, or “Book of the Tao,” is a guide to cultivating a
life of peace, serenity, and compassion. Through aphorisms and parable, it leads
readers toward the Tao, or the “Way”: harmony with the life force of the universe.
Traditionally attributed to Lao-tzu, a Chinese philosopher thought to have been a
contemporary of Confucius, it is the essential text of Taoism, one of the three
great religions of ancient China. As one of the world's great works of wisdom
literature, it still has much to teach us today, offering a practical model based on
modesty and self-restraint for living a balanced existence and for opening your
mind, freeing your thoughts, and attaining enlightenment and self-awareness.
With its emphasis on calm, simplicity, purity, and non-action, it provides a timetested refuge from the busyness of modern life. This new translation seeks to
understand the Tao Te Ching as a guide to everyday living and encourages a slow,
meditative reading experience. The Tao Te Ching's eighty-one brief chapters are
accompanied by illuminating commentary, interpretation, poems, and testimonials
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by the likes of Margaret Mead, Ursula K. Le Guin, and Dr. Wayne W. Dyer.
Specially commissioned calligraphy for more than two hundred Chinese characters
illustrates the book's essential themes.
The First Consequentialists
A Philosophical Introduction
The Philosophy of the Daodejing
A Reference Guide, Part One
Tao Te Ching
The Essential Mòz%i

"""Banyak orang ingin menjadi pengusaha! Tetapi, masalahnya hanya segelintir orang
yang paham bagaimana seluk-beluk, langkah-langkah, dan strategi untuk menjadi
pengusaha. Untuk menjadi seorang pengusaha, kerja keras dan seManga, Manhua &
Manhwat memang penting. Tetapi, jika hanya mengandalkan keduanya saja, jelas tidak
cukup. Apa indahnya menjadi seorang pengusaha jika harus bekerja keras terus menerus
tanpa pernah menikmati apa yang dikerjakannya? Untuk itulah, buku ini akan
menunjukkan pada Anda pemetaan, langkah-langkah serta strategi untuk dapat melintasi 6
fase perjalanan seorang pengusaha: - Fase Pertama: Cari Makan - Fase Kedua: Cari Duit Fase Ketiga: Cari Sistem - Fase Keempat: Cari Orang - Fase Kelima: Cari Rekan untuk
Bersinergi - Fase Keenam: Meraup Hasil Gemilang Ditulis oleh Coach Cahyadi, yang telah
malang-melintang di berbagai perusahaan multi-nasional, yang memulai kariernya sebagai
seorang Supervisor Produksi, Commercial Mana-ger, General Manager, Vice President,
hingga President Director, buku ini akan menuntun Anda langkah demi langkah untuk
menjadi pengusaha yang tangguh dan cerdas. """
'Of ways you may speak, but not the Perennial Way; By names you may name, but not the
Perennial Name.' The best-loved of all the classical books of China and the most
universally popular, the Daodejing or Classic of the Way and Life-Force is a work that
defies definition. It encapsulates the main tenets of Daoism, and upholds a way of being as
well as a philosophy and a religion. The dominant image is of the Way, the mysterious
path through the whole cosmos modelled on the great Silver River or Milky Way that
traverses the heavens. A life-giving stream, the Way gives rise to all things and holds them
in her motherly embrace. It enables the individual, and society as a whole, to harmonize
the disparate demands of daily life and achieve a more profound level of understanding.
This new translation draws on the latest archaeological finds and brings out the word play
and poetry of the original. Simple commentary accompanies the text, and the introduction
provides further historical and interpretative context. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of literature from
around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship,
providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert
introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.
A delightfully illustrated selection of the great Daoist writings of Zhuangzi by bestselling
cartoonist C. C. Tsai C. C. Tsai is one of Asia’s most popular cartoonists, and his editions
of the Chinese classics have sold more than 40 million copies in over twenty languages.
This volume presents Tsai’s delightful graphic adaptation of the profound and humorous
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Daoist writings of Zhuangzi, some of the most popular and influential in the history of
Asian philosophy and culture. The Way of Nature brings together all of Tsai’s beguiling
cartoon illustrations of the Zhuangzi, which takes its name from its author. The result is a
uniquely accessible and entertaining adaptation of a pillar of classical Daoism, which has
deeply influenced Chinese poetry, landscape painting, martial arts, and Chan (Zen)
Buddhism. Irreverent and inspiring, The Way of Nature presents the memorable
characters, fables, and thought experiments of Zhuangzi like no other edition, challenging
readers to dig beneath conventional assumptions about self, society, and nature, and
pointing to a more natural way of life. Through practical insights and far-reaching
arguments, Zhuangzi shows why returning to the spontaneity of nature is the only sane
response to a world of conflict. A marvelous introduction to a timeless classic, this book
also features an illuminating foreword by Edward Slingerland. In addition, Zhuangzi’s
original Chinese text is artfully presented in narrow sidebars on each page, enriching the
book for readers and students of Chinese without distracting from the self-contained
English-language cartoons. The text is skillfully translated by Brian Bruya, who also
provides an introduction.
Daodejing OwcOxford University Press
The Daodejing of Laozi
A Human History of Emotion
Dao de Jing
Ancient and Early Medieval Chinese Literature (Vol. I)
Daodejing
The New, Highly Readable Translation of the Life-Changing Ancient Scripture Formerly
Known as the Tao Te Ching
The Daodejing (Tao Te Ching) or Laozi (Lao Tzu), is the most fundamental scripture of
Daoism and a classic of world literature. This new English translation is based on the most
recent scholarship in the field and takes into account the ancient manuscript
Lao-tzu's Tao Te Ching, or Book of the Way, is the classic manual on the art of living, and
one of the wonders of the world. In eighty-one brief chapters, the Tao Te Ching looks at the
basic predicament of being alive and gives advice that imparts balance and perspective, a
serene and generous spirit. This book is about wisdom in action. It teaches how to work for
the good with the effortless skill that comes from being in accord with the Tao (the basic
principle of the universe) and applies equally to good government and sexual love; to child
rearing, business, and ecology. Stephen Mitchell's bestselling version has been widely
acclaimed as a gift to contemporary culture.
For all men are persuaded by considerations of where their interest lies... Aristotle's Art of
Rhetoric is the earliest systematic treatment of the subject, and it remains among the most
incisive works on rhetoric that we possess. In it, we are asked: What is a good speech? What
do popular audiences find persuasive? How does one compose a persuasive speech?
Aristotle considers these questions in the context of the ancient Greek democratic city-state,
in which large audiences of ordinary citizens listened to speeches pro and con before
casting the votes that made the laws, decided the policies, and settled the cases in court.
Persuasion by means of the spoken word was the vehicle for conducting politics and
administering the law. After stating the basic principles of persuasive speech, Aristotle
places rhetoric in relation to allied fields such as politics, ethics, psychology, and logic, and
he demonstrates how to construct a persuasive case for any kind of plea on any subject of
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communal concern. Aristotle views persuasion flexibly, examining how speakers should
devise arguments, evoke emotions, and demonstrate their own credibility. The treatise
provides ample evidence of Aristotle's unique and brilliant manner of thinking, and has had
a profound influence on later attempts to understand what makes speech persuasive. The
new translation of the text is accompanied by an introduction discussing the political,
philosophical, and rhetorical background to Aristotle's treatise, as well as the composition
and transmission of the original text and an account of Aristotle's life.
First published in 1934. Unlike previous translations, this translation of Lao Tzu's Tao Tê
Ching is based not on the medieval commentaries but on a close study of the whole of early
Chinese literature.
A Symposium on Architecture and Information Spelt in Atom-Letters
Anecdotes and Antidotes
The Interpretation of Dreams
A Critical Translation of Cheng Xuanying's Commentary
The Snake and the Mongoose
How the Way We Feel Built the World We Know
The Daodejing encapsulates the main tenets of Daoism, a philosophy and religion whose
dominant image is the Way, a life-giving stream that enables individuals to achieve
harmony and a more profound level of understanding. This new translation draws on the
latest archaeological finds and brings out the word play and poetry of the original.
He (和), or harmony, has traditionally been a central concept in Chinese thought, and to this
day continues to shape the way in which people in China and East Asia think about ethics
and politics. Yet, there is no systematic and comprehensive introduction of harmony as has
been variously articulated in different Chinese schools. This edited volume aims to fill this
gap. The individual contributions elaborate the conceptions of harmony as these were
exemplified in central Chinese schools of thought, including Daoism, Confucianism,
Legalism, Mohism, Buddhism, and trace their impact on contemporary Chinese philosophy.
The volume explores the various meanings and implications of harmony so as to consider
its relevance as a value and virtue in the modern world. It provides an accessible but
substantial introductory work for readers interested in learning about pertinent core
concepts and theories in Chinese thought, as well as engages specialists in Chinese
philosophy by explicating its implications for ethical, political, epistemological, and
metaphysical reflection as the basic point of reference.
This abridged edition of Bryan Van Norden's translation of the Mengzi (Mencius) provides
the most frequently studied portions of the work along with relevant passages from the
classic commentary of Zhu Xi -- one of the most influential and insightful interpreters of
Confucianism. A glossary and bibliography are also included.
'The task of the benevolent person is surely to diligently seek to promote the benefit of the
world and eliminate harm to the world' The M�zi is among the founding texts of the
Chinese philosophical tradition, presenting China's earliest ethical, political, and logical
theories. The collected works introduce concepts, assumptions, and issues that had a
profound, lasting influence throughout the classical and early imperial eras. M�zi and his
followers developed the world's first ethical theory, and presented China's first account of
the origin of political authority from a state of nature. They were prominent social activists
whose moral and political reform movement sought to improve the welfare of the common
people and eliminate elite extravagance and misuse of power. In this new translation, Chris
Fraser focuses on the philosophical aspects of the writing and allows readers to truly enter
the Mohists' world of thought. This abridged edition includes the essential political and
social topics of concern to this vital movement. Informed by traditional and recent
scholarship, the translation presents the Mohists' ideas and arguments clearly, precisely,
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and coherently, while accurately reflecting the meaning, terminology, and style of the
original.
A Southwest Asian Voice in the Daodejing?
Tao Te Ching Persona
Selected Passages with Traditional Commentary
Estate Management and Symposium
The Art of Rhetoric
The Philosophy of the Mòzĭ

Alexander * Demosthenes * Phocion * Eumenes * Demetrius * Pyrrhus *
Agis and Cleomenes * Aratus * Philopoemen * Flamininus This selection of
ten Lives traces the history of Hellenistic Greece from the rise of Macedon
and Alexander's conquest of the Persian empire to the arrival of the
Romans. Plutarch's biographies of eminent politicians, rulers, and soldiers
combine vivid portraits of their subjects with a wealth of historical
information; they constitute a uniquely important source for the period. We
see how Greek politics changed as Macedon's power grew, and we learn
of the warlords who followed Alexander. Resistance to Macedon is
reflected in the Lives of Demosthenes and Aratus, and that of Agis and
Cleomenes, two revolutionary kings of Sparta. The volume concludes with
the emergence of Rome in Greek affairs, and the life of Flamininus, the
Roman general who defeated Philip V of Macedon. Plutarch's elegant style
combines anecdote and erudition, humour and psychological insight,
consummately translated by Robin Waterfield and introduced by Andrew
Erskine. These Lives from the Hellenistic period complement Greek Lives
and Roman Lives in Oxford World's Classics. ABOUT THE SERIES: For
over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest
range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects
Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus
a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by
leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.
This is a bibliographical catalogue of all titles that include poetry as
published in the Oxford World's Classics series. Not all titles that have
ever been published are listed by Oxford University Press as many of the
older titles in the series are simply not listed on the publisher's website or
official catalogues. Therefore, this bibliographical catalogue seeks to fill a
need by listing all known poetry titles that are not to be found in any
official catalogue published by the publisher as well as those titles that are
indeed listed. To this end, this catalogue includes prose titles that contain
a selection of verse as well as titles that only contain poems. This
bibliographical catalogue is aimed at readers with a love for classic poetry
and who want a readily available reference for all known poetry titles that
have been published in one of the best and most well-known classics
series.
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Navigate the world's belief systems with this faith-filled resource! Want to
learn more about Judaism? Confused about Confucianism? This book is
the answer to your prayers! World Religions DeMYSTiFieD is filled with the
knowledge you need to ace a religion exam or satisfy your own curiosity.
Written by a professor of religion, World Religions DeMYSTiFieD gives you
a tour of belief systems found around the globe. You will learn about the
world's major religions--Hinduism, Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism,
Taoism, Confucianism, and Islam--as well as Earth-based religions and
native traditions of Australia, Africa, and the Americas. After reading this
book, you will have a healthy understanding of these faiths without being
overwhelmed by mystifying jargon or concepts. This fast and easy guide
features: Step-by-step guidance through the fundamentals of world
religions Major rituals, celebrations, traditions, sacred texts, and art from
each faith Self-tests at the end of each chapter with complete answer
explanations A comprehensive test at the end of the book to check your
knowledge Perfect for religion majors and the just-curious alike, World
Religions DeMYSTiFieD is your path to enlightenment on this subject.
Xenophon was acknowledged in Antiquity as a philosopher, a historian
(third in the triad of great Classical historians, alongside Herodotus and
Thucydides), and a literary artist. His narrative was appreciated for its
literary qualities including its charm, wit, vigour, and sweetness (for which
he was hailed as 'Attic Muse': Diogenes Laertius, 2.6.57). The
Oeconomicus describes Socrates conversing on the topic of successful
management of one's oikos (household, estate). The focus is a well-to-do
Athenian household, which proves a testing ground for the moral qualities
or 'gentlemanliness' of the male head of household, but also a space in
which the role and agency of women turns out to be key. Symposium
shifts to the male space of the men's quarters of the private home, to
describe an evening of conversation and entertainment at the house of an
Athenian plutocrat. Far from being simply a lighthearted affair, the
conversation probes timeless questions regarding wisdom, love, and
female capacity, and over it looms the deadly serious matter of Socrates'
trial and death. Both works are rich sources for Athenian social history of
the Classical period. Oeconomicus in particular offers insights on the role
and status of women in Ancient Athens. Xenophon doesn't, however,
passively reflect the social realities he saw around him or supply
snapshots of historical actuality.
The Analects
Ethical, Political, and Dialectical Writings
Experiments in Intra-cultural Philosophy, Volume One
John Dewey and Daoist Thought
World Religions Demystified (EBOOK)
Four Wise Men
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'Joking is teaching, so take care to listen - Don't look at
just the joke's form of expression. To jesters every
serious thing's hilarious, While to the wise hilarious
jokes are serious' Rumi is the greatest mystic poet to have
written in Persian, and the Masnavi is his masterpiece.
Divided into six books and consisting of some 26,000
verses, the poem was designed to convey a message of divine
love and unity to the disciples of Rumi's Sufi order, known
today as the Whirling Dervishes. Like the earlier books,
Book Four interweaves amusing stories with homilies to
instruct pupils in understanding of God's meaning. It has a
special focus on the mystical knowledge of the spiritual
guide, elaborated through stories such as Solomon's
freeiration to the Queen of Sheba, and animal fables. This
is the first ever verse translation of Book Four of the
Masnavi. It follows the original by presenting Rumi's most
mature mystical teachings in simple and attractive rhyming
couplets.
A new translation of the "Tao Te Ching" merges ancient
Eastern philosophy with contemporary Western sensibilities
to provide a philosophical strategy for enhancing personal
growth
'Joking is teaching, so take care to listen - Don't look at
just the joke's form of expression.To jesters every serious
thing's hilarious, While to the wise hilarious jokes are
serious'Rumi is the greatest mystic poet to have written in
Persian, and the Masnavi is his masterpiece. Divided into
six books and consisting of some 26,000 verses, the poem
was designed to convey a message of divine love and unity
to the disciples of Rumi's Sufi order, known today as the
WhirlingDervishes. Like the earlier books, Book Four
interweaves amusing stories with homilies to instruct
pupils in understanding of God's meaning. It has a special
focus on the mystical knowledge of the spiritual guide,
elaborated through stories such as Solomon's inspiration to
the Queen of Sheba, andanimal fables.This is the first ever
verse translation of Book Four of the Masnavi. It follows
the original by presenting Rumi's most mature mystical
teachings in simple and attractive rhyming couplets.
In China, the debate over the moral status of emotions
began around the fourth century BCE, when early
philosophers first began to invoke psychological categories
such as the mind (xin), human nature (xing), and emotions
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(qing) to explain the sources of ethical authority and the
foundations of knowledge about the world. Although some
thinkers during this period proposed that human emotions
and desires were temporary physiological disturbances in
the mind caused by the impact of things in the world, this
was not the account that would eventually gain currency.
The consensus among those thinkers who would come to be
recognized as the foundational figures of the Confucian and
Daoist philosophical traditions was that the emotions
represented the underlying, dispositional constitution of a
person, and that they embodied the patterned workings of
the cosmos itself. Curie Vir�g sets out to explain why the
emotions were such a central preoccupation among early
thinkers, situating the entire debate within developments
in conceptions of the self, the cosmos, and the political
order. She shows that the mainstream account of emotions as
patterned reality emerged as part of a major conceptual
shift towards the recognition of natural reality as
intelligible, orderly, and coherent. The mainstream account
of emotions helped to summon the very idea of the human
being as a universal category and to establish the
cognitive and practical agency of human beings. This book,
the first intensive study of the subject, traces the
genealogy of these early Chinese philosophical conceptions
and examines their crucial role in the formation of
ethical, political and cultural values in China.
MASNAVI
The Way of Nature
The Tao and the Logos
The Masnavi. Book Four
Readings in Classical Chinese Philosophy (Second Edition)
The Canon of Reason and Virtue (Lao-Tze's Tao Teh King)
Proposes an “intra-cultural philosophy” based on John Dewey’s “cultural turn” and
promotes Daoist thought as a resource that can help to reconstruct outmoded
assumptions that continue to shape how we currently think. In this timely and original
work, Dewey’s late-period “cultural turn” is recovered and “intra-cultural philosophy”
proposed as its next logical step—a step beyond what is commonly known as
comparative philosophy. The first of two volumes, John Dewey and Daoist Thought
argues that early Chinese thought is poised to join forces with Dewey in meeting our
most urgent cultural needs: namely, helping us to correct our outdated Greek-medieval
assumptions, especially where these result in pre-Darwinian inferences about the world.
Relying on the latest research in both Chinese and American philosophies, Jim
Behuniak establishes “specific philosophical relationships” between Dewey’s ideas
and early Daoist thought, suggesting how, together, they can assist us in getting our
thinking “back in gear” with the world as it is currently known through the biological,
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physical, and cognitive sciences. Topics covered include the organization of organic
form, teleology, cosmology, knowledge, the body, and technolog—thus engaging Dewey
with themes generally associated with Daoist thought. Volume one works to establish
“Chinese natural philosophy” as an empirical framework in which to consider culturallevel phenomena in volume two. Jim Behuniak is Professor of Philosophy at Colby
College. He is the author of John Dewey and Confucian Thought: Experiments in Intracultural Philosophy, Volume Two and Mencius on Becoming Human, both also
published by SUNY Press.
The Dao De Jing exists on the border between poetry and philosophy, embracing both
mythos and logos. Its poetic form can stand alone, but it is enriched when its timeless
ideas are analyzed and explained through careful scholarship. For example: He who
knows others is knowledgeable. He who knows himself is wise. These words resemble
Socrates' account of his own quest in Plato's Apology. Ancient philosophy, both in
China and in Greece, places self-knowledge at the center of the search for wisdom.
Contemporary philosophers are often misled about this way of thinking, because the
self has been detached from external things and separated from nature and society. The
wisdom of China and of Europe unites human existence and nature. © Agora
Publications ©2015 Agora, New Internet Technologies (P)2015 Agora, New Internet
Technologies
Questions of the nature of understanding and interpretation—hermeneutics—are
fundamental in human life, though historically Westerners have tended to consider
these questions within a purely Western context. In this comparative study, Zhang
Longxi investigates the metaphorical nature of poetic language, highlighting the central
figures of reality and meaning in both Eastern and Western thought: the Tao and the
Logos. The author develops a powerful cross-cultural and interdisciplinary hermeneutic
analysis that relates individual works of literature not only to their respective cultures,
but to a combined worldview where East meets West. Zhang's book brings together
philosophy and literature, theory and practical criticism, the Western and the nonWestern in defining common ground on which East and West may come to a mutual
understanding. He provides commentary on the rich traditions of poetry and poetics in
ancient China; equally illuminating are Zhang's astute analyses of Western poets such
as Rilke, Shakespeare, and Mallarmé and his critical engagement with the work of
Foucault, Derrida, and de Man, among others. Wide-ranging and learned, this definitive
work in East-West comparative poetics and the hermeneutic tradition will be of interest
to specialists in comparative literature, philosophy, literary theory, poetry and poetics,
and Chinese literature and history.
Mohism was an ancient Chinese philosophical movement founded in the fifth century
BCE by the charismatic artisan Mòzi, or "Master Mo." Its practitioners advanced a
consequentialist ethics, along with fascinating political, logical, and epistemological
theories, that set the terms of philosophical argumentation and reflection in China for
generations to come. Mohism faded away in the imperial era, leaving the impression
that it was not as vital as other Chinese philosophical traditions, yet a complete
understanding of Confucianism or Daoism is impossible without appreciating the
seminal contribution of Mohist thought. The Philosophy of the Mòzi is an extensive
study of Mohism, situating the movement's rise and decline within Chinese history. The
book also emphasizes Mohism's relevance to modern systems of thought. Mohism
anticipated Western utilitarianism by more than two thousand years. Its political theory
is the earliest to outline a just war doctrine and locate the origins of government in a
state of nature. Its epistemology, logic, and psychology provide compelling alternatives
to contemporary Western mentalism. More than a straightforward account of Mohist
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principles and practice, this volume immerses readers in the Mohist mindset and
clarifies its underpinning of Chinese philosophical discourse.
The Emergence of Identity in Early Indian Religion
Play Among Books
Tao Teh Ching
Including Alexander the Great
A Medieval Arabic History of Physicians
To my knowledge...no one...has ever written a comprehensive book
dealing with physicians through the ages and recounting their history
in a coherent fashion. So wrote Syrian physician Ibn Abi Usaybi'ah,
circa 1243, as he embarked on the first world history of medicine
ever attempted. Many physicians served at the royal courts of their
time and were firmly part of the intellectual and cultural scene,
where the ability to write stylishly and entertain one's peers in
both prose and verse was the basis of social credibility. The work
Ibn Abi Usaybi'ah created contains over 432 biographical accounts of
physicians from those of ancient Greece, such as Galen, through
Avicenna and Maimonides, to the author's own colleagues of the 13th
century. As such, his work includes important accounts of medical
activity in medieval hospitals. Through this book, a window opens not
only on to the origins of the medical profession, but also into the
truly multi-cultural, multi-religious world of the medieval Middle
East. Anecdotes and Antidotes is an abridged version of this world
history of medicine. It comprises 103 biographies of physicians and
philosophers, organized geographically and chronologically, from the
4th century BC to the 13th century, and includes seminal Muslim,
Christian and Jewish figures. It contains vital medical and
historical information, as well as revealing the cultural values,
interests and concerns of the literary and intellectual elite of the
time.
Since the beginning of modern Indology in the 19th century, the
relationship between the early Indian religions of Buddhism, Jainism,
and Hinduism has been predicated on a perceived dichotomy between two
meta-historical identities: "the Brahmans" (purveyors of the ancient
Vedic texts and associated ritual system) and the newer "nonBrahmanical" sramana movements from which the Buddhists and Jains
emerged. Textbook and scholarly accounts postulate an opposition
between these two groups, citing the 2nd-century BCE Sanskrit
grammarian Patañjali, who is often quoted erroneously as likening
them to the proverbial enemies snake and mongoose. Scholars continue
to privilege Brahmanical Hindu accounts of early Indian history, and
further portray Buddhist and Jain deviations from those accounts as
evidence of their opposition to a pre-existing Brahmanism. In The
Snake and The Mongoose, Nathan McGovern turns this commonly-accepted
model of the origins of the early Indian religions on its head. His
book seeks to de-center the Hindu Brahman from our understanding of
Indian religion by "taming the snake and the mongoose"--that is, by
abandoning the anachronistic distinction between "Brahmanical" and
"non-Brahmanical." Instead, McGovern allows the earliest
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articulations of identity in Indian religion to speak for themselves
through a comparative reading of texts preserved by the three major
groups that emerged from the social, political, cultural, and
religious foment of the late first millennium BCE: the Buddhists and
Jains as they represented themselves in their earliest sutras, and
the Vedic Brahmans as they represented themselves in their Dharma
Sutras. The picture that emerges is not of a fundamental dichotomy
between Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical, but rather of many different
groups who all saw themselves as Brahmanical. Thus, McGovern argues,
it was through the contestation between these groups that the
distinction between Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical--the snake and
the mongoose--emerged.
This volume is a translation of over two-thirds of the classic Daoist
text Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu), including the complete Inner Chapters and
extensive selections from the Outer and Miscellaneous Chapters, plus
judicious selections from 2000 years of traditional Chinese
commentaries, which provide the reader access to the text as well as
to its reception and interpretation. Brief biographies of the
commentators, a bibliography, a glossary, and an index are also
included.
'Dreams are products of the mind, and do not come from any external
source' Artemidorus' The Interpretation of Dreams (Oneirocritica) is
the richest and most vivid pre-Freudian account of dream
interpretation, and the only dream-book to have survived complete
from Graeco-Roman times. Written in Greek around AD 200, when dreams
were believed by many to offer insight into future events, the work
is a compendium of interpretations of dreams on a wide range of
subjects relating to the natural, human, and divine worlds. It
includes the meanings of dreams about the body, sex, eating and
drinking, dress, the weather, animals, the gods, and much else.
Artemidorus' technique of dream interpretation stresses the need to
know the background of the dreamer, such as occupation, health,
status, habits, and age, and the work is a fascinating social
history, revealing much about ancient life, culture, and beliefs, and
attitudes to the dominant power of Imperial Rome. Martin Hammond's
fine translation is accompanied by a lucid introduction and
explanatory notes by Peter Thonemann, which assist the reader in
understanding this important work, which was an influence on both
Sigmund Freud and Michel Foucault.
A Study of the Tao Tê Ching and Its Place in Chinese Thought
A Tang Reading of the Daode Jing
Harmony in Chinese Thought
It's Easy… Building Up A Business
The Essential Translation of the Ancient Chinese Book of the Tao
(Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition)
Hellenistic Lives

Philip J. Ivanhoe's richly annotated translation of this classic work is accompanied by his
engaging interpretation and commentary, a lucid introduction, and a Language
Appendix that compares eight classic translations of the opening passage of the work and
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invites the reader to consider the principles upon which each was rendered.
A sweeping exploration of the ways in which emotions shaped the course of human
history, and how our experience and understanding of emotions have evolved along with
us. "Eye-opening and thought-provoking!” (Gina Rippon, author of The Gendered
Brain) We humans like to think of ourselves as rational creatures, who, as a species, have
relied on calculation and intellect to survive. But many of the most important moments in
our history had little to do with cold, hard facts and a lot to do with feelings. Events
ranging from the origins of philosophy to the birth of the world’s major religions, the
fall of Rome, the Scientific Revolution, and some of the bloodiest wars that humanity has
ever experienced can’t be properly understood without understanding emotions.
Drawing on psychology, neuroscience, philosophy, art, and religious history, Richard
Firth-Godbehere takes readers on a fascinating and wide ranging tour of the central and
often under-appreciated role emotions have played in human societies around the world
and throughout history—from Ancient Greece to Gambia, Japan, the Ottoman Empire,
the United States, and beyond. A Human History of Emotion vividly illustrates how our
understanding and experience of emotions has changed over time, and how our beliefs
about feelings—and our feelings themselves—profoundly shaped us and the world we
inhabit.
Few individuals shaped their country's civilization more than Confucius (551-479 BCE).
Compulsory reading in the late Imperial period for all who wished to enter the
government or civil service, his sayings and those of his disciples formed the foundation of
a distinct social, ethical, and intellectual system that is still admired in today's China. This
new translation by a foremost scholar of classical Chinese includes an introduction,
textual and explanatory notes, and a chronology.
"This book presents for the first time a translation of the complete Expository
Commentary to the Daode jing written by the Daoist Cheng Xuanying in the 7th century
CE. This important commentary is representative for Tang Dynasty Daoist philosophy
and Daoist Twofold Mystery philosophy, also called chongxuanxue. Following the
philosophical tradition of xuanxue authors like Wang Bi, Cheng Xuanying read the
Daode jing using a framework of the then current Daoist religion. His conceptual
framework included the assumption that Laozi had written the Daode jing to guide the
beings to unite with the Dao and thereby reach ultimate salvation. Salvation is interpreted
as a metaphysical form of immortality, reached by overcoming the dichotomy of being
and non-being, and thus also life and death. He thus connects epistemological concerns
with soteriological concerns. The process proposed to overcome these dichotomies relies
on reasoning along the lines of tetralemma logic, a form of reasoning that had become
known in China mainly through the Buddhist Madhyamika
sastras. One of Cheng
Xuanying's prominent commentarial strategies is therefore the consistent application of
tetralemma logic in his reading of the Daode jing. His philosophical outlook ties together
the ancient text of the Daode jing and the more recent developments in Daoist thought,
which to a rather large extent occurred under the influence of an intense interaction with
Buddhist ideas"-The Way and Its Power
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Literary Hermeneutics, East and West
The Essential Mengzi
The 2020 Bibliographical Catalogue of Oxford World's Classics
Zhuangzi: The Essential Writings with Selections from Traditional Commentaries
The Emotions in Early Chinese Philosophy
Written more than two thousand years ago, the Tao Teh Ching, or "The Classic of the Way and
Its Virtue," has probably had a greater influence on Asian thought that any other single book. It
is also one of the true classics of world literature. Traditionally attributed to the near-legendary
"Old Master," Lao Tzu, the Tao Teh Ching teaches that the qualities of the enlightened sage or
ideal ruler are identical with those of the perfected individual. Today, Lao Tzu's words are as
useful in mastering the arts of leadership in business and politics as they are in developing a sense
of balance and harmony in everyday life. To follow the Tao or Way of all things and realize their
true nature is to embody humility, spontaneity, and generosity.
How does coding change the way we think about architecture? This question opens up an
important research perspective. In this book, Miro Roman and his AI Alice_ch3n81 develop a
playful scenario in which they propose coding as the new literacy of information. They convey
knowledge in the form of a project model that links the fields of architecture and information
through two interwoven narrative strands in an “infinite flow” of real books. Focusing on the
intersection of information technology and architectural formulation, the authors create an
evolving intellectual reflection on digital architecture and computer science.
This new edition offers expanded selections from the works of Kongzi (Confucius), Mengzi
(Mencius), Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu), and Xunzi (Hsun Tzu); two new works, the dialogues 'Robber
Zhi' and 'White Horse'; a concise general introduction; brief introductions to, and selective
bibliographies for, each work; and four appendices that shed light on important figures, periods,
texts, and terms in Chinese thought.
Dao De Jing
Daodejing Owc
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